**Instructor:** E. Galo  
**Class:** Spanish 1  
**Week of:** 4/28 through 5/2

| Monday       | Review: Chapter 6a Grammar Review handout:  
|             | 1. Making Comparisons pg. 278  
|             | 2. The Superlative pg. 280  
|             | 3. Stem- Changing Verbs: Poder and Dormir pg. 284  
|             | **Reminder:**  
|             | Chapter 6a Grammar QUEST: Wednesday, April 30, 2008  
| Tuesday      | Review: Chapter 6a Grammar Review handouts:  
|             | 1. Making Comparisons pg. 278  
|             | 2. The Superlative pg. 280  
|             | 3. Stem- Changing Verbs: Poder and Dormir pg. 284  
|             | **Reminder:**  
|             | Chapter 6a Grammar QUEST: tomorrow, April 30, 2008  
| Wednesday    | Review: Ch. 6a Grammar  
|             | **QUEST:** Chapter 6a Grammar  
|             | **Follow-Up:** Begin Chapter 6b Grammar on Friday  
| Thursday     |  
|             | **7th period does not meet.**  
| Friday       | **Warm-up:** Review Handout for chapter 6a vocabulary and grammar.  
|             | **Chapter 6a Grammar QUEST:** Discuss class results and I will re-teach if necessary.  
|             | **Follow-up:** Begin Chapter 6b Grammar next week.  
|             | **TABS**  

* Note: maybe be subject to change/modify per class